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[17:01] <XO_Durron> Last week the Crew of the Europa went on leave aboard the SS Danny Crane.  They have met the captain of the Crane and are approaching the planet Andor flanked by an honor guard of two Andorian Warships.

[17:02] <XO_Durron> =/\= Resume Mission 'Survivor' =/\=

[17:02] <CO_Farrel> ::Places a hand on Tral's shoulder.:: ~~CTO: You okay?~~

[17:02] <XO_Durron> ::sitting in the nearly bare quarters that were assigned to him with his eyes 
closed::

[17:03] <EO_McLaren> ::continues familiarizing herself with the systems aboard the Danny Crane::

[17:04] <FCO_Kami> ::Walks around the Danny Crane randomly, taking himself on a personal tour of every area he can reach.::

[17:04] <CNS_Chitwa> ::yawns and rubs her forehead as she walks down the hallway towards the gallery::

[17:05] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Yeah...~~~

[17:05] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::Standing in the transporter room::*Shipwide* Attention passengers, We are entering orbit of Andor, You are asked to report to the transporter room. Thank you.

[17:06] <FCO_Kami> ::Hears the DCO's message and alters his direction towards the Transporter Room.::

[17:06] <CO_Farrel> :::Looks up to the speaker in the ceiling, then back to Tral.::  CTO: They want us to go to the surface...

[17:06] <FCO_Kami> Self: Hm...

[17:06] <CTO_Lingn> ::rolls his eyes at the announcement::

[17:06] <EO_McLaren> ::looks up:: Self: Yeah, all right. ::heads for the transporter room::

[17:06] <CTO_Lingn> CO: I am not going without my long sword.

[17:07] <CO_Farrel> CTO: I thought you had it on you anyways?

[17:07] <CTO_Lingn> CO: It's in my bag.

[17:07] <CNS_Chitwa> ::perks ears:: Self: Oh... ::sighs and walks the other way::

[17:07] <XO_Durron> ::departs his quarters and heads for the ship's only transporter room::

[17:08] <CTO_Lingn> ::walks toward his assigned quarters::

[17:08] <CO_Farrel> CTO: Alright, I have to grab something too actually.  Let's hurry.  ::Walks towards the wooden-paneled sliding doors.::

[17:09] <FCO_Kami> ::Approaches the hatch to the Transporter Room and enters.::

[17:09] <CTO_Lingn> ::nears the quarters with Hali::

[17:09] <EO_McLaren> ::enters the transporter room and looks around:: FCO: What's going on?

[17:09] <CTO_Lingn> ::walks in, and goes for his bag::

[17:09] <CNS_Chitwa> ::walks into the transporter room::

[17:09] <FCO_Kami> ::Shrugs.:: EO: No clue....

[17:10] <CO_Farrel> ::After a short ladder climb enters their quarters.  She pulls a palm sized cylinder out of her bag and slips it into her sock, underneath her pant leg.  Looks up.:: CTO: Ready?

 [17:10] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::waits in the transporter room for the Europa's crew::DXO: You remember the agreement with the Andorian government right?

 [17:11] <CTO_Lingn> ::pulls out his sword, and attaches it to his belt:: CO: Ready.

[17:11] <EO_McLaren> FCO: Well, I thought I'd ask. ::looks over:: CNS: Hi Chitwa!

 [17:11] <CNS_Chitwa> ::grins:: EO: Hi Anne!

[17:11] <CTO_Lingn> ::walks out the door toward the Transporter room::

 [17:12] <DCXO_Traux> @ :: nods :: DCCO:  Yes, I remember.

 [17:12] <CO_Farrel> ::Follows Tral and after a short decent down a Jefferies tube ladder enters the transporter room wearing her all black jumper.::  All: Hello...

[17:12] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks towards the CNS and smiles.:: CNS: Hi!

[17:13] <CTO_Lingn> :;grumbles at the prospect of visiting his home planet:: All: I hoped you dressed warm enough.

 [17:14] <XO_Durron> ::nods to the CO and looks around counting heads::DCO: Looks like we are all here Nat.

[17:14] <CNS_Chitwa> ::smiles at the FCO and blushes:: FCO: Hi

[17:14] <CO_Farrel> ~~CTO: I'll have you to warm me~~ ::Winks.::

[17:14] <FCO_Kami> CNS: How are you?

[17:14] <CTO_Lingn> ::smiles::

[17:15] <CNS_Chitwa> FCO: A little tirrred... I think I drrrank too much.

[17:15] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: That's one duty I will never grow tired of doing. ::grins::~~~

[17:15] <FCO_Kami> CNS: Awwww. Your first hang-over?

[17:16] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>XO: Thanks.  All: Mr. Truax will escort you to the surface.  The Andorian government is a bit nervous about so many Starfleet officers being on the planet so you have to stay within the agreed area.  Oh, and your going to need these.  ::hands out cold weather gear quickly::

[17:16] <EO_McLaren> ::chuckles:: CNS: Been up to no good since Tinka-kun, have we?

[17:16] <CTO_Lingn> ::helps Hali with her gear::

[17:16] <CNS_Chitwa> FCO/EO: I only had two drrrinks.

[17:16] <XO_Durron> ::takes the coat and pulls it on than steps onto the transporter pad::

[17:16] <EO_McLaren> ::smiles:: CNS: Of what?

[17:16] <FCO_Kami> ::Chuckles.:: CNS: I guess that was two too many.

[17:16] <CO_Farrel> ::Throws the coat on.::

[17:17] <DCXO_Traux> :: is already dressed for the occasion and steps onto the transporter pad to wait ::

[17:17] <CNS_Chitwa> ::pulls on the coat::  FCO: I guess so... EO: Something frrruity...I forrrget what it's called.

 [17:18] <FCO_Kami> ::Puts on his coat.::

[17:18] <CO_Farrel> ~~CTO: Such a gentleman...~~  ::Steps up onto the transporter pad.::

[17:18] <EO_McLaren> CNS: A Samarian Sunset?

 [17:18] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::smiles::ALL: Enjoy the show.

 [17:18] <CNS_Chitwa> ::shakes head:: EO: A dackurrri?

[17:18] <CTO_Lingn> ::zips up his coat::

[17:18] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::Checks that everyone is ready to beam down and energizes the transporter::

[17:19] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Only the best for my Lady.~~~

[17:19] <EO_McLaren> ::chuckles:: CNS: Much tastier. Just be glad they weren't Hurricanes.

[17:19] <EO_McLaren> ::walks onto the pad::

[17:19] <FCO_Kami> ::Walks to the pad as well.::

[17:19] <CNS_Chitwa> ::hops onto the pad::

[17:20] <CO_Farrel> ::smiles and isn't sure what tingles more the transporter beam or Tral's comments.::

[17:20] <CTO_Lingn> ::steps onto the pad, next to Hali::

[17:20] <XO_Durron> Action: The crew materialize on the cold and barren surface of Andor.  The pitch black night sky shows only stars and a few various vessels moving about.

[17:20] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks around.::

[17:20] <EO_McLaren> ::shivers and wraps her arms around herself::

[17:20] <CNS_Chitwa> ::fluffs her tail out to warm up::

[17:20] <CTO_Lingn> ::draws Hali near him, and hugs her::

[17:21] <CO_Farrel> ::Tighten jacket and looks at her own misty breath.:: ~~CTO: That's much warmer...~~ ::Looks around.::  

 [17:22] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: What till I get you alone. ~~~ ::winks::

[17:22] <FCO_Kami> ::Watches his breath materialize in front of him, closes his eyes for a moment and concentrates on warm thoughts.::

[17:22] <CSO_Halsey> ::feeling cold, wishing he had brought his own jacket, not this cheap one::

[17:22] <CO_Farrel> ~~CTO: Oh my...~~  ::Gives him a coy look.::

[17:22] <XO_Durron> Action: To the east a gentle glow can be seen.  A tightly bundled figure approaches the DCXO::

[17:24] <XO_Durron> <Figure>DCXO: I need to talk to you. ALL: Stay here.  Look east.  Don't wander.

 [17:24] <CTO_Lingn> ::softly nudges his head against hers::

[17:24] <CNS_Chitwa> ::makes sure her coat is zipped up and looks around, her teeth chattering:: Self: Starrrfleet has strrrange ideas about 'vacation'.

[17:24] <DCXO_Traux> Figure:  Alright.  All:  I'll be right back.

[17:25] <CSO_Halsey> CNS: I wish I had fur like you do. ::grins::

[17:25] <FCO_Kami> ::Focuses his muscles to make them twitch and heat up as much as possible.::

[17:25] <CO_Farrel> ::Whispers.:: CTO: Wonder what is going on...?

[17:25] <XO_Durron> Action: Suddenly a crescent of star can be seen on the horizon as Andor the star violently presents itself to the crew.

[17:25] <CNS_Chitwa> CSO: It's not helping much.

[17:25] <CNS_Chitwa> ::looks up:: Self: Whoa....

[17:25] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks up as well.::

[17:26] <EO_McLaren> ::sees the sunrise:: Self: Hello...!

[17:26] <XO_Durron> ::figure walks out of earshot of the crew...even the ones with good hearing and whispers something to the DCXO than shows him something on a PADD::

[17:26] <CTO_Lingn> CO: Look at that. It's almost as lovely as you....

[17:26] <DCXO_Traux> :: eyes go wide and looks shocked ::

[17:27] <CO_Farrel> ::Puts on her Dolce and Gabbana sunglasses.::  CTO: Aww, how sweet...

[17:27] <CTO_Lingn> ::his eyes wander to the DCXO, and his hand slides to the hilt of his sword::

[17:27] <CSO_Halsey> CNS: It's better than human hair. ::sees the Andor star rising:: CNS: Quite a view, huh?

 [17:27] <CNS_Chitwa> ::nods:: CSO: It's lovely.

[17:28] <XO_Durron> Action: The ice around the crew picks up the star's light and refracts it into a huge rainbow.  The crescent of the star rises but dose not present more than a quarter

[17:28] <DCXO_Traux> :: looks around nervously and enters something into the PADD and hands it back to the figure ::

[17:28] <EO_McLaren> ::gapes:: Self: Wow...

[17:28] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Our escort seems to be getting more nervous....~~~

[17:28] <FCO_Kami> ::Is momentarily blinded by the reflection of light off of the snow but adjust to it, putting on his sunglasses.::

 [17:29] <XO_Durron> <Figure>::Takes the PADD and nods than walks away from Truax and disappears in a shimmer of light::

[17:29] <CO_Farrel> ::Looks to Traux sensing something unpleasant.::  ~~CTO: Yes, I can sense it too~~

[17:30] <DCXO_Traux> :: composes himself and walks back to the crew ::

[17:30] <CNS_Chitwa> Self: I wish motherrr and fatherrr werrre herrre to see this..

[17:30] <XO_Durron> Action: The star goes dark suddenly and the reason for this is apparent.  As the crew's eyes adjust a massive gas giant shows between the star and the moon of Andor.

[17:31] <EO_McLaren> ::looks over:: CTO: You call this home?

[17:31] <FCO_Kami> ::Removes his sunglasses with a frown.:: Self: Can't nature ever make up it's mind?

[17:31] <CTO_Lingn> EO: It's home.

[17:32] <EO_McLaren> CTO: Even Glasgow's nicer... but, whatever floats your boat.

[17:32] <CO_Farrel> ::Places a hand on her designer shades, and engages the auto-adjust, lightening the darkness of the lenses.::

[17:33] <CTO_Lingn> CO: I wish I could get you to my home province. I could show you my home, and let you get comfortable....

[17:33] <CO_Farrel> CTO: I hope so.  Maybe we will get some free time later.

[17:34] <DCXO_Traux> :: looks as if his mind is a million kilometers away ::

[17:35] <CTO_Lingn> DCXO: What's up with you?

[17:35] <XO_Durron> Action: The star's light flairs through the gas giant's rings than dies completely plunging the ice scape back into darkness.  The stars are slightly different than before and the dark side of the gas giant hides the primary star, and its' near neighbors.

[17:35] <CNS_Chitwa> Self: It's so cool.

[17:35] <CSO_Halsey> ::thinking Andorians doesn't deserve such beautiful sight::

[17:35] <FCO_Kami> ::Sighs.::

[17:36] <DCXO_Traux> :: jumps at being addressed :: CTO:  Nothing.  Nothing at all.  Why do you ask?

[17:36] <CO_Farrel> ::Eyes their guide and listens.::

[17:36] <CTO_Lingn> DCXO: You look like a worried man, and that worries me. What's been going on?

[17:37] <DCXO_Traux> CTO:  Don't be ridiculous.  I am just admiring the light show.  And I think that just about does it.   All:  Shall we go now?

[17:37] <XO_Durron> ::stands near the crew thinking about the view.  He suddenly shivers::ALL: How about we continue the conversation somewhere warm?

[17:37] <CTO_Lingn> DCXO: Fine by me, but something does not feel right to me.

[17:38] <DCXO_Traux> :: turns towards the XO :: XO:  My sentiment exactly.  :: gives a half hearted smile.::

 [17:38] <DCXO_Traux> All:  Shall we go back to the ship now?

[17:38] <CNS_Chitwa> ::shivers and nods:: XO: Unhuh...warrrm.

[17:38] <XO_Durron> @<DCO_Griffith>::Waits for the signal form Truax::

[17:39] <CO_Farrel> ::Nods and prepares for transport feeling worried too.::

[17:39] <EO_McLaren> ::teeth chattering:: XO: Warm definitely sounds good.

[17:39] <CSO_Halsey> ::looks at the CTO talking to the DC XO:: CNS: Just wondering: Paranoid people makes good CTO's, or good CTO's turn paranoid over time?

[17:39] <CNS_Chitwa> ::shrugs:: CSO: I dunno.

[17:40] <XO_Durron> @<DCO_Griffith> ::Checks the time than beams the crew back aboard and smiles::ALL: Welcome back, I trust the show was eventful.  There is hot chocolate in the gallery.

[17:40] <CSO_Halsey> FCO: Quick poll: Paranoid people makes good CTO's, or good CTO's turn paranoid over time?

[17:40] <EO_McLaren> EO: A little bit of column A, a little bit of column B...

[17:40] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks around the transporter room.:: CSO: Uhm.... The latter I guess.

[17:41] <CO_Farrel> DCO: Yes, eventful and mysterious... ::Eyes the Crane XO as she steps off the transporter pad and unbuttons her jacket.::

[17:41] <CSO_Halsey> FCO: I think it's more like the chicken and egg thing...

[17:41] <FCO_Kami> CSO: Good point. ::Chuckles.::

[17:41] <CTO_Lingn> CSO: Quick poll. People who don't mind their business get beat up, don't they?

[17:41] <FCO_Kami> ::Chuckles at the CTO.::

[17:42] <EO_McLaren> ::cringes as the warm air contacts her skin::

[17:42] <FCO_Kami> ::Removes his jacket.::

[17:42] <CNS_Chitwa> ::gratefully takes off her coat::

[17:42] <CTO_Lingn> ::helps Hali with the removal of her gear::

[17:42] <DCXO_Traux> :: takes off his coat :: All:  If you will excuse me.

[17:42] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::nods::CO: I hear it is a beautiful show captain. I can't stand the cold myself...last time I nearly went into shock.  ::laughs and waits for the crew to make there way to the hot chocolate and coffee::

[17:43] <CNS_Chitwa> ::gets a mug of hot chocolate and makes sure there are plenty of marshmallows in hers::

[17:43] <CO_Farrel> ::Steps out of her coat as Tral helps her, and watches Traux leave before she can have a word with him.:: 

[17:43] <XO_Durron> ::takes off his coat and puts it in the locker than stars for the warmth of the Gallery and the scent of coffee::

[17:44] <EO_McLaren> ::takes off her fatigue jacket and drapes it over her arm:: Self: What I wouldn't give to be bathed in hot chocolate right now.. ::grabs some hot chocolate, smiles and starts drinking::

[17:44] <DCXO_Traux> All:  I have....ships business to attend to.  No rest for the weary and all that.  :: heads for the door ::

[17:44] <CSO_Halsey> CTO: It'll more than words to ruin this great vacation mood I'm in , so I'll just pretend nothing happened. But you're welcome to answer my poll if you like.

[17:44] <FCO_Kami> ::Watches the crowd.::

[17:45] <CTO_Lingn> CSO: Andorians are naturally Paranoid..

[17:45] <XO_Durron> Action: The panel showing their next destination reads, "Agosoria Nebula Great Plume of Agosoria"

 [17:45] <CO_Farrel> DCO: What's wrong with him?  ::motions to the DCXO leaving.::

[17:45] <XO_Durron> ::gets a mug of coffee from the rack and looks around the gallery::

[17:46] <CSO_Halsey> CTO: That would explain why you make great CTO's and terrible hosts.

[17:47] <EO_McLaren> ::chuckles between mouthfuls of hot chocolate::

[17:47] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::Looks after Truax for a moment than smiles at the Europa's Captain.::CO: Oh I'm sure he's just off to warm up.  He's supposed to be getting a message from his wife later today. They are expecting twins.  He's a bit worked up.

[17:47] <CTO_Lingn> CSO: Exactly, but I think the Captain would think otherwise...

[17:47] <CNS_Chitwa> ::slurps her hot chocolate::

[17:47] <CTO_Lingn> DCO: I am still suspicious of this trip...

[17:47] <CO_Farrel> ::Listens to the Crane CO, then grabs Tral's hand.:: CTO: Let's get some hot coco dear...

[17:48] <CTO_Lingn> ::leaves and follows Hali::

[17:48] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::Begins moving the crew towards the 'Gallery'::CTO: Why is that?

[17:49] <CTO_Lingn> DCO: My Idea of a vacation doesn't involve going on a tour in the middle of the Federation. My idea involves being on a planet, and relaxing...

[17:50] <CO_Farrel> ::Walks the corridor, and nudges Tral.::  ~~CTO: Honey, don't hurt our host's feelings...~~

[17:50] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Sorry.~~~ DCO: I apologize for complaining. ::shuts up::

[17:50] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::nods:: CTO: I agree,  I'm sure Starfleet asked for a report out of you about this.  They don't know if it is good or not.  You don't like it just tell them.

[17:51] <CSO_Halsey> ::rolls eyes::  Self: There's no point with this guy. ::sees Chitwa enjoying her chocolate and walks up to her:: CNS: I wish I weren't allergic to it ::point to the mug she's holding:: I really need something hot to drink.

[17:52] <CNS_Chitwa> CSO: They have coffee too

[17:53] <CO_Farrel> ::Takes a hot coco and puts mini marshmallows in it.:: Mmm.  ::Having a sip.::

[17:53] <XO_Durron> Action: A few day's pass and the crew fall into the reuteine of life on the Danny Crane with no serious responcabilites they persue their own interests.  The crew find themselves on the bridge of the Danny Crane as she approaches the Agosoria Nebula

 [17:54] <CSO_Halsey> CNS: I missed the coffee...::turns , sees the big label "Coffee" beside the thermos and feels a little stupid::  CNS: Be right back...

 [17:54] <CTO_Lingn> ::kisses Hali:: CO: I have been having a great time with you here...

 [17:56] <CO_Farrel> CTO: Me too dear...  It's so nice to be able to kiss you on the bridge.  ::Watches the nebula get bigger and lowers voice.:: Perhaps we were wrong to be suspicious?  

[17:57] <CNS_Chitwa> ::sits down on the floor on the Bridge and watches the nebula, but also keeping an eye on the CO and CTO::

[17:57] <CTO_Lingn> CO: It still isn't over. But this has been one of the most romantic times I have spent with you.

[17:58] <XO_Durron> Action: The Danny Crane's bridge crew ... all three of them. handle the ship neatly and guide it into the nebula following an old rout.  Plasma discharges arc off  the ship's raised shields.

[17:58] <XO_Durron> ::Remains in his quarters thinking despite the invitation to the bridge::

[17:58] <EO_McLaren> ::watches the plasma storms:: Self: I hope those shields will hold..

[17:59] <XO_Durron> <DCO_Griffith>::spots something::FCO: I'm showing an unauthorized transport...

[17:59] <XO_Durron> <DCFCO_Solo>DCO:I've got it.

 [18:00] <CO_Farrel> ::Smiles.:: CTO: Me too...  ::Smiles fades as she looks to the DCO::

[18:00] <CTO_Lingn> :: as soon as he hears that, his hand grips his sword::

[18:00] <XO_Durron> *CO* Captain...

[18:00] <XO_Durron> Action a phaser blast is heard over the comm. than it cuts off.

[18:00] <CNS_Chitwa> ::perks ears and looks up::

 [18:01] <CTO_Lingn> ::draws his sword out::

[18:01] <CO_Farrel> ::Taps.:: *XO* Durron?  Commander Durron respond!

 [18:01] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks around calmly, being used to random phaser blasts.::

[18:01] <XO_Durron> =/\=Pause mission.=/\=

